MedMaster™ MRIGT: Lightweight, Easy-to-Install Troffer, Safe for MRI Equipment

When you are ready to specify lighting for hospital MRI suites and imaging centers, count on Kenall to provide safe, easy-to-clean-and-maintain luminaires, built to protect sensitive imaging equipment.

The MedMaster™ MRIGT is a lightweight, NSF2-rated ceiling troffer constructed of non-ferrous materials and remote power supplies, and is available in two sizes. Made by a company you know and trust, and protected by Kenall’s 5-year warranty, the MedMaster MRIGT works with a wide variety of controls systems for convenient installation.

MedMaster MRIGT Series
- Delivered lumen range: 2,141 – 7,508 lm
- Input Power: 28 – 77W
- Efficacy: 72 – 98 lm/W

Nominal size: 2’ × 2’; 2’ × 4’
Installation type: grid
Lamp type: LED